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Signal Intelligence Spectrum Manager Release Notes - V9.15V

Thank you for using Spectrum Manager!
Spectrum Manager is a trademark of Signal Intelligence, Inc.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

REVISION HISTORY:

V9.15V

	Improved support for Icom R75 receiver.


V9.15U

	Fixed problem that prevented lock outs from working properly on BCD996XT, BCD396XT and BCT15X.

Fixed problem that under-estimated bytes required to export wave files, causing them to be shorter.
Added initial capability of Super Tactical Display, replacing the older tactical display. User feedback is
welcome. Please contact us with suggestions or issues. Full capability in next release.
Fixed issue that could cause communication with a radio to stop under rare circumstances. 

V9.15T

	Fixed problem with uploading P-25 talk group IDs.


V9.15S

	Removed requirement for administrative user for configuration.


V9.15R

	Added DLL file that was missing on some systems.


V9.15Q

	Fixed problem that prevented enhanced group editor drag & drop operations within the tree view.

Corrected display of LTR sites.
Corrected inability to drop conventional sites onto an LTR trunk system in enhanced editor.
Corrected inability to delete sites from LTR systems in enhanced editor.

V9.15O

1.	Fixed spurious request for file name when opening radio for the first time.

V9.15L

1.	Added user programmable step sizes for arrow key tuning.

V9.15K

2.	Added ability to customize main tuning dial arrow key tuning steps.

V9.15J

3.	Fixed missing PL/DPL/ID code on RR import to conventional channel.
4.	Fixed missing callsign on RR import to conventional channel.

V9.15I

5.	Fixed radio startup problem associated with fast computers.

V9.15H

6.	Switch group editor to new tree based view.
7.	Added ability to use Radio Reference with group files..

V9.15E

1.	Fixed crash that happens when using tactical display layout optimize button.
2.	Fixed problem with easy search mode buttons.
3.	Added code to handle missing audio format in audio files.

V9.15D

1.	Corrected problem that sometimes prevented sound cards from appearing in input list.
2.	Corrected problem that caused out of memory condition in rare circumstances.

V9.14Z

1.	Implemented work-around for Windows XP SETUP bug.

V9.14Y

1.	Fixed problem with spectrum analyzer and band scope.
2.	Fixed problem with interferance correlator.
3.	Fixed problem with easy search crashes.
4.	Fixed problem with band occupany scope.
5.	Fixed problem with air time scope.
6.	Released KML converter.

V9.14X

1.	Changed default of “Use Simple Mode” to off.
2.	Fixed problem that prevented wireless tools from starting.
3.	Corrected RX400 driver problem that caused comms with radio to lock up after sending gain command.

V9.14T

1.	Fixed problems with RX-400 driver when in measurement cycle mode.

V9.14Q

1.	Corrected crash that occurs when marking a remote session.
2.	Corrected problem with new cut button not working on remote radios.
3.	Corrected problem with audio input mapping on XP.
4.	Corrected problem with audio output mapping on XP.

V9.14M

1.		Added support for signal up and down marks for local radios.

V9.14L

1.		Fixed problem where wrong audio input line could be used on Vista & W7.
2.		Improved text descriptions of audio input and output lines.
3.		Resolved issues with reading system key on some systems.
4.		Fixed problem where quick key view not refreshed on dynamic memory profiles.

V9.14J

1.		Fixed several bugs that allowed invalid SIGACQ search values.
2.		Corrected error messages related to missing sample files.
3.		Corrected issues with finding SCANSTAR.SWF.
4.		Corrected issues with sentinel driver on some systems.
5.		Added support for BCD-996XT.

V9.14H

1.		Fixed several SIGACQ display bugs.
2.		Added zoom to markers button to SIGACQ.
3.		Added zoom to band button to SIGACQ.
4.		Added ability to slow down SIGACQ waterfall display.
5.		Added ability to select how handoff sends bandwidth and mode.

V9.14G

1.		Converted RX-400 view to use sliders for volume, squelch, RF gain and BFO.
2.		Added menu item to turn tuning buttons on and off.
3.		Changed tuning dial speed to 3 kHz for VHF/UHF receivers.
4.		Added feature to disable scan view mode.

V9.14F

1.		Main and radio tool bars are now fully customizable.
2.		Added ability to lock tool bar configuration.
3.		Fixed hand-off bandwidth on Signal Acquisition Center.
4.		Added ability to tune handoff radios from Signal Acquisition Center.
5.		Changed FileSaveAs for browse view radios to save group file, not scan list file.
6.		Fixed bug that caused non-active VFO entries to go active when changing frequency.

V9.14E

1.		Added frequency rounding options to handoff frequencies in SigAcq feature.
2.		Added options view to SigAcq feature.
3.		Added ability to delete audio files from file list tab.

V9.14D

1.		Fixed memory leak.
2.		SIG ACQ now always asks for wide band receiver to use.
3.		Fixed configuration conflict between no DSP audio processing and direct digital input.
4.		Added missing mouse-over messages.
5.		Added ability to narrow the display band when using SIG ACQ in IF output mode.
6.		Improved waterfall display, removed noise and distortion.
7.		Fixed F1->F2 scan from scanlist on non-HF receivers.
8.		Forced tab titles to the name of the radio to avoid confusion.
9.		Top (active) audio file in audio file list can now be selected.
10.	Fixed missing file name on scan list grid.
11.	Fixed problem with audio muting during tuning.
12.	Fixed problem with AGC setting on RX 400 driver.
13.	Corrected tuning dial rotation speed issues with RX 400.

V9.14A

1.		Added night vision red and green themes for Vista & Windows 7.
2.		Fixed problem where cuts missing from local recordings list if one year scope selected.
3.		Improved handling of corrupt audio files caused by system crashes or power failures.

V9.13Z

1. 	Corrected problems with memory upload and download with AR-5000.
2.		Added audio AGC feature for recording and playback.
3.		Added feature to control audio input level on recording.
4.		Fixed minor omission on control auto-revert in radio view and tabs.

V9.13Y

1. 	Updated XTP library to 13.4.0.0.
2.		Updated IPP library to 6.1.5.054.
3.		Added ability to create new case when starting transcription from un-cased cut.

V9.13X

1. 	Completed Phase One database integration.
2.		Improved operation of Notes and Wave Export features.

V9.13W

1. 	Fixed problem that prevented wave export in Audio Manager.
2. 	Revised transcriptions in Enterprise database to accommodate duplex communications.
3.		Fixed issues with time display in database report views.

V9.13V

1. 	Added usability improvements to audio manager.
2. 	Changed annotation feature to use .TXT files.
3. 	Added TCI notification feature to audio manager.
4. 	Fixed problem related to directory settings for audio.

V9.13U

1.		Fixed minor issues with menu items relating to radio view type.
2.		Changes conditions when SOLO button on volume control view will hide the panel.
3. 	Improved driver for WJ 8710/8711/8712/8723 HF receivers.
4. 	Implemented built-in test execution for WJ 8710/8711/8712/8723 HF receivers.
5. 	Improved operating controls for 8710/8711/8712/8723 HF receivers.
6. 	Fixed problems related to dynamic device configuration (WJ/DRS receivers).
7. 	Added support for TCI 8174 HF receiver.
8. 	Improved TCI tuning thread interface.
9. 	Fixed several problems related to modem dial-out

V9.13T

1.	Added solo button to audio recorder tab.
2.	Added solo and mute buttons to mini status window.

V9.13S

1.	Improved operation of speech detection when used on RMA.
2.	Finished Easy Search view.
3.	Improved operation of local speech detection.
4.	Added compact view format.
5.	Added ability to use tiled and cascaded windows in addition to tabbed windows.
6.	Volume controls that are not the default audio output device and are not used by any configured radio device are not shown on the volume control tab.
7.	Fixed variouls problems related to audio devices on Windows 7.
8.	Added ability to select desired DSP processing option.
9.	Changed radio view to always update frequency when scanning and searching.
10.	Added low pass and high pass filters to the Audio Manager.

V9.13Q

1.	Fixed registry settings problem with machine-wide settings.
2.	Added ability to specify maximum cut length.
3.	Added ability to create templates for annotation reports.
4.	Removed rarely used buttons from radio tool bar.
5.	Removed rarely used buttons from audio recorder tab.
6.	Added feature to return focus to numeric entry on radio view after idle for 10 seconds.
7.	Knobs, sliders and switches now show focus rectangle.
8.	Added simple mode to hide advanced tools.
11.	Fixed problem that prevented GPS pane from appearing.
12.	Fixed problem with recognizing sound card inputs on Windows 7.
13.	Fixed problem with recognizing sound card outputs on Windows 7.
14.	Fixed problem with PCR-2500 driver using both main & sub receiver at the same time.

V9.13N

1.	Fixed problem that prevented GPS and COMPASS from being removed from configuration.
2.	Fixed problems that prevented GPS and COMPASS from starting properly.
3.	Improved operation of GPS and COMPASS units.
4.	Fixed problem with DMA profile editor that did not allow at least one site to be added to an LTR system.
5.	Fixed problem where DMA scanner radio control crashed when exiting.
6.	Fixed DMA scanner problem where audio continued to record after signal went down.
7.	Fixed problem where history view automatically scrolls each time a new record was added.
8.	Fixed problem where wrong text info appeared on audio index.
9.	Fixed speed problem with AR8600 driver when using Signal Data Recorder or Traffic Analyzer.
10.	Fixed problem where channels not locked out while in survey mode.
11.	Fixed problem with date display in intercept history screen.
12.	Fixed problem with search/store feature air time lock out not working.
13.	Fixed problem with search/store feature minimum air time threshold not working.
14.	Implemented numerous changes to support user account control and non-admin users.

V9.13M

1.	Corrected problems with wrong time on audio cuts.
2.	Shortened timeout of SQL database operations.
3.	Corrected problems with SQL database view.

V9.13J

1.	Improved SQL audio collection.
2.	Added ability to rebuild SQL audio collection database.
3.	Improved sharing of global settings between main application and audio manager.
4.	Added support for P25 mode in PCR-2500.

V9.13I

1.	Corrected problem with inter-workstation communication not working when both main application and audio manager are running and then main application is restarted. No inter-workstation communication worked after that point.
2.	Corrected inter-workstation update of hot list data.

V9.13H

1.	Finished SQL audio database enhancements.
2.	Fixed problem with shared radio files directories during initial installation.
3.	Made various minor improvements to GUI.
4.	Audio settings are only accessible when supervisor access is granted.

V9.13F

5.	Fixed problem with cut start time in audio logger when date rolls over.
6.	Fixed problem with cut start time on remote receivers when date rolls over.
7.	Added audio waterfall display.

V9.12M

1. All task panels stay open after selection.
2. Main window no longer minimizes when audio manager is started.
3. Added ability to select visual theme.
4. Completed support for Icom R9500.
5. Fixed Icom PCR-2500 band scope not working.
6. Switched to MS installer.
7. Fixed retention problem with workgroup IP address.
8. Added feature: SHIFT+MOUSE in audio manager starts annotation with auto-insert time stamp.
9. Improved look & feel of annotation window.
10. Added ability to select multiple cuts for export to wave file in audio manager.
11. Fixed minor issues with various knobs on some radios.
12. Improved time for detection of dead remote links and shortened time to reconnect.

V9.12L

1. Added tab view for workgroup status.
2. Removed old style status windows for clock and workgroup status.
3. Added support for TCI model 8173 HF receiver and PAN display option.
4. Corrected several instances of crashing when shutting down.

V9.12K

1. Corrected minor problem where volume control setting not saved & restored.
2. Corrected issues with SI-8622 radio driver related to timing and responsiveness.
3. Corrected minor issue with color of VFO scanning indicator.
4. Corrected issue where mute button on audio controls view did not follow main mute setting.
5. Corrected problem with inversion frequency changing when new audio file started.
6. Corrected problem where new audio file button caused los of mute and volume settings.
7. Corrected problem with sound card decoder on RMA and SentryNet.

V9.12J BETA

1. Revised color values of all on-screen visual elements.
2. Corrected problem with time/date sort on audio manager.
3. Corrected minor problem with audio manager cut time rounding down instead of up.
4. Added volume control panel, replacing most mute buttons.
5. Fixed problem that caused many short < 1 sec audio cuts when segment squelch option used with remote receiver on RMA.
6. Fixed various problems with PCR-1500 & PCR-2500.

V9.12I BETA

1. Revised DF map client to better handle zoom and pan operations.
2. Fixed problems in DF map client related to loading bit map files.

V9.12H BETA

1. Corrected rare bug where file not saved if file was read only or access denied.
2. Simplified directory structure for radio data files.
3. Improved operation when non-administrative user is logged in.

V9.12G

1. Added noise reduction feature to audio manager.

V9.12F

1. Corrected problem with PCR-1500 driver that prevented band scope or spectrum analyzer from pausing.

V9.12E

1. Corrected problem that caused program to lock up after exiting program with scanning tool running.
2. Corrected problem that caused program to lock up when audio log file changed over at midnight.

V9.12D

1. Added command line option to allow for initial startup delay: -delay:nnn,
   where nnn is delay time in seconds.

V9.12B

1. Corrected problem with QSL command on BCD-996T & BCT-15.

V9.12A

1. Corrected problem with remote authentication with older RMA devices.
2. Corrected location of .CSV files to log directory.
3. Corrected problem where log files were not placed in the correct directory.
4. Added feature to allow column mapping when pasting from spreadsheets into group files.
5. Corrected problem with PCR-1000 driver that could cause some older PCR-1000 units to fail to start up properly.

V9.11Z

1. Corrected problem that prevented opening group files with different radio types.

V9.11Y

1. Improved DMA scanner ID code display.
2. Fixed problem where LTR ID codes not displayed properly.
3. Corrected problems with importing P25 systems from Radio Reference.
4. Corrected several problems related to P25 systems in profile editor.

V9.11X

1. Added message when duplicate DRM name entered.
2. Paste from Excel column to group column now works correctly.
3. Network & workgroup settings are now saved in INI file and persist across re-installs.

V9.11W

1. Corrected problem with audio manager transfer file button sending wrong file.
2. Corrected problem that caused ticking noise in monitor audio.

V9.11V

1. Corrected problem that prevented launching Audio Manager directly from SentryNet.
2. Changed default AGC mode to FAST for TenTec RX-340 and RX-331.
3. Added ability to set an IP address to use for the workgroup. This allows the use
   of directed-IP broadcast addresses instead of a full broadcast address.
4. Fixed problem that caused handoff button from appearing on radio tool bar.
5. Improved positioning of info window on A & F audio manager displays.

V9.11U

1. Changed lower limit of frequency inversion knob from 2400 to 300 Hz.
2. Added message to alert user when trying to enter configuration with open windows.
3. Changed location and name of device settings file to better accommodate installations with multiple products installed on one PC.
4. Main application window no longer minimizes when starting audio manager and multiple display monitors are installed in the system.
5. Corrected problem with PCR-2500 device tagging in configuration settings.
6. Enhanced Audio Manager frequency-domain display to allow user to set notch filter by left-click plus hold shift key down..
7. Enhanced Audio Manager frequency-domain display to allow user to set inversion frequency by right-click plus hold shift key down..
8. Corrected problem where audio disappears while using audio manager.
9. Added setting in audio logger to allow user to set value of "gap reducer" time.
10. Added RMA configuration setting to allow user to change blocking factor.
11. Improved signal reporting from AR-8600/8200 spectrum analyzer and band scope.
12. Changed RMA to always run high-pass audio filter to eliminate pops from AR-5000.
13. Corrected problem with AR-8600 driver that affected band scope via RMA.
14. Corrected problem with audio logger connected to band scope tool.
15. Changed Spectrum Analyzer and Band Scope tools to display radio name.
16. Corrected problems with various radio drivers relating to band scope tool.
17. Changed browse for scan list file entry changed to make a copy of an imported file instead of moving it. This facilitates installations where operators are
	using a non-administrative Windows log-on account and shared scan list files are
	kept in a shared folder. The read-only file attribute is removed during the move.
18. Added the ability to change the associated device type when editing DMA profiles.
19. DMA System Manager no checks to insure radio type matches when up/down loading.
20. Added pop-up position display windows for Audio Manager F and A displays.

V9.11T

1. Fixed problem with paused/running indicator on band scope.
2. Improved audio response time at the expense of jitter rejection.

V9.11S

1. Corrected problem that occurred when radio description exceeded 15 characters.
2. Fixed signal strength indicator on BCD-996, 396 & BCT-15 displays.
3. Added indicator for WX alert priority mode on 396 and 996.
4. Fixed problem that prevented DMA scanner quick key uploading.
5. Added function keys to DMA scanner profile editor.
6. Added DMA tool bar entries for most objects.
7. Fixed problem with band scope and spectrum analyzer when using RMA. Settings were not completely transferred to the radio.
8. Fixed problem with band scope & spectrum analyzer on WJ VHF-UHF receivers that caused occasional full-scale signal strength spike.
9. Added the ability to disable the RMA audio spooling feature via Remote Agent Manager.
10. Device settings file location mode to My Documents\My Radio Files to avoid problems with access rights on multi-user systems.
11. Fixed system builder button on DMA system manager window.
12. Removed sweep tab on receivers not locally connected.
13. Fixed problem with AR5000 driver that caused step size not to be sent to the radio.
14. Fixed problem with VFO view not scanning.
15. Fixed problem with no audio on band scope.
16. added converter feature to lat/lon data entry fields.
17. Fixed problem where band scope did not resume after changing parameters.
18. Fixed problem where communication with AR5000 stopped during paused band scope.
19. Fixed problem on band scope where correct frequency not displayed duringg pause.
20. Fixed problem with no audio recording on band scope.

V9.11R

1. Corrected problem that caused instability when using multiple receivers and with audio from each receiver directed to a different speaker (right vs. left).
2. Added support for Icom PCR-2500 dual receiver.

V9.11Q

1. Corrected problem that caused crash when accessing older RMA devices.
2. Corrected problem where band scope would not pause on the correct frequency when the desired signal was not aligned to the band step in the band table.
3. Fixed problem where audio logging was not reliable with certain radios when used with the band scope tool.
4. Fixed crash that occurs when setting search range lock map entries.
5. Corrected problem where time up logged from VFO frequency was wrong.

V9.11P

1. Corrected problem with work group settings getting non-supported operation message.

V9.11N

1. First public release of Enterprise.



